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People to see, places to visit and things
to buy from all over the country.

IN THE NAVY!
Test your sea legs and experience the danger
and drama of Navy life with this new experience at
Sydney's Australian National Maritime Museum. As
well as an interactive exhibition exploring 100 years
of naval history and the display of three ex-vessels,
the main attraction is an immersive cinematic
experience. This transports visitors back to 1973 into
the world of HMAS Vampire and submarine HMAS
Onslow, with an eight-minute film projected onto a
custom-built, walk-through theatre with huge floor-
to-ceiling screen. BYO Travelcalm. anmm.gov.au

Two feet, a heartbeat
& this cute little guide

Focusing on ̂  felbourne's

archil eel ure, these nifty guides

are designed for people to

follow the map and read the

concise descriptions and

illustrations at each point of

interest. SoOjbr a set of three;

ft K rtpathgu ides.ee >m

YOGA EN ROUTE
LORNA JANE HAS OPENED ITS

ACTIVE LIVING ROOM AT T2
DEPARTURES, WITH 45-MINUTE
YOGA AND PILATES CLASSES
FOR $12. BECAUSE THERE'S

NOTHING LIKE A GOOD STRETCH
BEFORE CABIN FEVER SETS IN.

LORNAJANE.COM.AU

NEWRYBAR
MERCHANTS
'flicked away in the undulating
Byron Bay hinterland is the tiny
historic hamlet of Newrybar. The
village has long been a destination
Cor those revelling at Harvest
Cafe, but now the newly opened
Newrybar Merchants provides
another reason to make the
lo-minute drive inland from the
beach. A collective of local artisans
and curators has taken up
residence in a beautifully restored
farmhouse, including' well-known
stylists Sibella Court with her
store The Society Inc., and
Shannon Frickc with 1 leart &
1 lome, as well as stationery label
Fate & Fortune, local artist Jai
Vasicck and more.
(a newrybarmerchanlx
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WALK THE EDGE
Tasmania, with its raw, remote beauty, is one of
this country's greatest places to trek. And now
we have a new path to follow, with the remarkable
Three Capes Track on the Apple Isle's south-
east coast open to trekkers in late December.
Starting and ending at Port Arthur, this four-day,
three-night trek is a 46-kilometre journey of
cliff-hugging wilderness on timber boardwalks,
gravel paths and stone steps. The self-guided
trek involves four to 17 kilometres a day, after
which you'll arrive at simple but cosy shared
cabins, with mattresses, gas cooktops and
staggering views of this incredible southern
edge of Australia. $495 per adult and $396
per child; threecapestrack.com.au
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